
When things get dirty,  

Power Clean to the rescue! 

 A complete range covering all consumer needs 

 All products are customized with Superman and 

Wonder Woman licenses to trigger both an 

impulse and emotional purchase 

 All products meet safety requirements and local 

norms 

 A special attention given to colors and fragrances 

 Attractive packaging 

 

 

Tip : A pleasant and subtle fragrance 

for each kind of product: “Nature” for 

screen products and “Fresh” for 

multi-surface products. 

 

Power Clean 

Super Heroes with super powers for a super efficient range!  
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Multi-surface spray and wipes 

 Fragrance: Fresh 

 For all glass and plastic surfaces  

 Two packagings: 

 2-ply wipes: 50 units 

 Spray: 250ml with microfiber cloth with Wonder Woman 

and Superman logos displayed in a transparent box 

 

Screen spray and wipes 

 Fragrance: Nature 

 For all kind of screens 

 Two packagings: 

 2-ply wipes: 50 units 

 Spray: 250ml with microfiber cloth with 

Wonder Woman and Superman logos 

displayed in a transparent box 

 

 

Wet and dry cleaning wipes duo 

 Fragrance: Nature  

 For tablets, smartphones and laptops 

 Useful! Easy to slip in your pocket or briefcase 

 Use: 

 1 WET: Clean the screen with the wet 

wipe 

 2 DRY: Polish with the dry wipe 

 Pack of 10 Duo 

 Displayed in a transparent box with a butterfly 

hole 
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“Travel Essentials” kit 

 The ideal kit for traveling with a custom pouch 

(approved to bring onto an aircraft): 

 1x screen spray 50ml 

 1x multi-surfaces spray 50ml 

 1x microfiber cloth with Wonder Woman and 

Superman logos 

 2x cleaning buds to clean laptop keyboard and 

all the spaces in between 

 4x wet & dry wipes duo 

 

Reference Description EAN Units  EAN CDU with 6pces 

Wipes       

ECCLWIPEMULT Emtec multi-surface wipes 50pcs WW 3 126 170 117 571 3 126 170 117 649 

ECCLWIPESCR Emtec screen wipes 50pcs SM 3 126 170 117 588 3 126 170 117 656 

ECCLWIPEDUO Emtec Screen wipes duo (10wet/10dry) S/W 3 126 170 117 595 3 126 170 117 663 

Spray       

ECCLSPRMULT Emtec multi-surface spray 250ml+cloth WW 3 126 170 117 601 3 126 170 117 670 

ECCLSPRSCR Emtec screen spray 250ml+cloth SM 3 126 170 117 618 3 126 170 117 687 

Travel Essentials       

ECCLTRAVELKIT Emtec kit travel essentials SM/WW 3 126 170 117 632 3 126 170 117 700 

Logistics 

TÜV certification 
 TÜV (Techniser Überwachungs-Verein) is a network of independent laboratories which 

tests and certifies the products in conformity with international and EU norms.  

 All EMTEC cleaning products bearing the TÜV logo are certified by TÜV. 

Display 
 All products are delivered in “ready-to-sell” pre-filled display units. 

 A stand floor display with the complete range is also available. 


